CCEE SEMINAR - REAL WORLD ENGINEERING ETHICS CASE STUDIES

Steve Starrett, Ph.D, P.E., D.WRE, F.ASCE, F.EWRI

Dr. Steve Starrett is an Associate Professor of civil engineering at Kansas State University and has long studied engineering ethics topics. He has taught for nearly 15 years two graduate level engineering ethics courses for primarily working professionals pursuing a graduate degree via distance. One of his courses has recently been recognized by the National Academy of Engineering as an Exemplar engineering ethics course. Dr. Starrett with Dr. Bertha and Dr. Lara nearly have an engineering ethics case studies book completed. Dr. Starrett is currently the President-Elect of ASCE/EWRI and is a Fellow of ASCE and EWRI. He is also the Director of the Honor and Integrity System at Kansas State University.
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